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ABSTRACT

We performed an empirical study to explore how closely well-known, open source C programs follow the safe C standards for integer behavior, with the goal of understanding how difficult it is to migrate legacy code to these stricter standards. We performed an automated analysis on fifty-two releases of seven C programs (6 million lines of preprocessed C code), as well as releases of Busybox and Linux (nearly one billion lines of partially-preprocessed C code). We found that integer issues, that are allowed by the C standard but not by the safer C standards, are ubiquitous—one out of four integers were consistently declared, and one out of eight integers were inconsistently used. Integer issues did not improve over time as the programs evolved. Also, detecting the issues is complicated by a large number of integers whose types vary under different preprocessor configurations. Most of these issues are benign, but the chance of finding fatal errors and exploitable vulnerabilities among these many issues remains significant. A preprocessor-aware, tool-assisted approach may be the most viable way to migrate legacy C code to comply with the standards for secure programming.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.2.3 [Software Engineering]: Coding Tools and Techniques; D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification; D.3.m [Programming Languages]: Miscellaneous
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1. INTRODUCTION

The C programming language has a plethora of integer types, which vary in both width and sign (e.g., int vs. unsigned long). When integer operations are applied to operands of different types, the results may be unexpected. There are four possible integer issues [4, 5]: (1) a signedness issue occurs when a value of an unsigned type is interpreted as a signed value, or vice versa; (2) an integer overflow occurs when integer operations such as addition or multiplication produce a result that exceeds the maximum value for a type; (3) an integer underflow occurs when integer operations such as subtraction or multiplication produce a result that is less than the minimum value for a type; and (4) a widthness issue is the loss of information when a value of a larger integer type is assigned to a location with a smaller type, e.g., assigning an int value to a short variable.

Secure coding standards, such as MISRA’s Guidelines for the use of the C language in critical systems [37] and CERT’s Secure Coding in C and C++ [44], identify these issues that are otherwise allowed (and sometimes partially defined) in the C standard and impose restrictions on the use of integers. This is because most of the integer issues are benign. But, there are two cases where the issues may cause serious problems. One is in safety-critical sections, where untrapped integer issues can lead to unexpected runtime behavior. Another is in security-critical sections, where integer issues can lead to security vulnerabilities (integer vulnerabilities).

Integer issues and corresponding vulnerabilities can be very subtle. Consider this recent widthness/overflow vulnerability [40] in Ziproxy v.3.0.0 in line 979 of image.c file.

In the program, the result of multiplying three int variables is stored in raw_size, a long long int variable. The developer perhaps thought the long long int type on the left side of the assignment expression ensured that the multiplication would be able to store a value outside the range of int. However, C first performs the integer multiplication in int context, meaning that multiplying any values that produce results outside of the signed integer range would first wrap around; then the wrapped-around value would be cast to long long int. Even though raw_size can hold a large number, the multiplication result will be limited to int because of the wrap around behavior during integer arithmetic.

Currently, C handles these integer issues silently. For example, the overflow above is never reported to a user (unless specific compiler reporting options are turned on); instead, the compiler silently truncates the result. Hence, developers may remain unaware of the consequences when they declare or use integer variables in an unsafe manner. Therefore, even mature C programs, that have evolved through many versions and have been reviewed by many programmers, may contain numerous instances of these integer issues. Because the issues are subtle, they may remain dormant for a long time. For example, two integer overflow vulnerabilities in Pac-Man’s assembly code were discovered nearly two decades after it was written [27].

To date, there has been very little work studying integer usage in C empirically. There has been one recent empirical study on integer vulnerabilities, but it focuses only on integer overflows and underflows: Dietz and colleagues [17] distinguished between intentional and unintentional uses of
defined and undefined C semantics to understand overflows and underflows. Our previous work introduced a program transformation-based approach to fix integer issues [13]; we additionally performed a small-scale empirical study on what are the most common mistakes in declaring C integers.

The scope of this study is much broader. In this paper, we seek to understand how prevalent integer issues are (prevalence), what kinds of mistakes are more commonly made, if the integer issues change over time (evolution), and what effects varying preprocessor configurations have on integer issues (variation). We asked the following questions:

1. How common are the four different types of integer issues? Are there certain patterns of inconsistencies for each kind of integer issue? (§3)
2. As an application evolves over time, how do integer declarations and uses change? Do developers fix the integers whose declared types do not match the used types? Does the number of integer problems decrease over time? (§4)
3. When C programs are configurable via the preprocessor, integer variables may have different types in different configurations. How frequently does this occur, and do integer issues tend to occur across all configurations or only in particular configurations? (§5)
4. Over time, while the developers fix some inconsistent declarations, new variables (with new inconsistent declarations) are introduced, so there is no net improvement in the number of integers inconsistently declared. (§4)
5. A significant number of integer variables have types that may vary according to the preprocessor configuration, and many integer problems are only present under very specific sets of configuration options. (§5)
6. Changing code that was developed without using a strict integer standard to a safer integer standard will have many complex difficulties.

This is the first study that explore integer issues in C at a large scale, including how integer issues change as software evolves and the impact configurability (via the C preprocessor) has on integer issues. Our results benefit both the programmers and the toolsmiths. Programmers can benefit from knowing what pitfalls are the most common, as well as how integer usage tends to change over time, so that mitigation strategies can be incorporated into the development process when appropriate. Tool builders will benefit particularly from our results regarding the C preprocessor, which indicate that detecting integer issues within a single configuration is insufficient and masks a significant (and complex) source of possible errors. Finally, this study documents some of the complexities of bringing code developed without using a strict integer standard to meet those guidelines.

More details about the study and results are available at: http://munawarhafiz.com/research/intstudy/.

2. OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

2.1 Identifying Integer Issues

There are standards describing a safe C integer model, including the CERT C Secure Coding Standard [44] and the MISRA C guidelines [37]. In our study, we identify each deviation from the safe integer model as an integer issue. We do not distinguish intentional use of unsafe integer behavior, which can also happen [17]. An automated analysis cannot unambiguously understand the intent of a programmer.

Signedness and widthness issues are described by CERT rule INT31-C and MISRA rules 10.1, 10.3, 10.4, 10.6, and 10.7. These specify that integer conversions may result in lost or misinterpreted data. Also, the weak typing system of C may produce unexpected results. For example, when an unsigned value is compared to a signed value in a boolean expression, the context of the comparison may vary and produce unexpected results (for example, -1 < 88u is false, since the comparison is done in an unsigned context).

Integer overflow and underflow are caused by wraparound operations as described by CERT rules INT02-C, INT-30C, and INT-32C, and MISRA rules 10.1–10.6. These specify the problems that can be caused by integer promotion and integer conversion rank in C [28] and the consequences of signed and unsigned overflow behavior.

2.2 Research Study

The following three sections describe the research questions posed and the answers discovered. Section 3 quantifies the frequency with which integer issues occur, and it discusses what types of issues are encountered, as well as whether these issues are localized to particular parts of a program. Section 4 considers how integer variable declarations change over time. By analyzing multiple versions of the same programs, it quantifies how often integer variables change and how this impacts the number of integer issues in the program. Finally, Section 5 discusses the impact of the C preprocessor on integer variable declarations. Using the C preprocessor can cause a variable to be declared or used differently, depending on configuration options set at compile time. In this section, we quantify the number of variables whose types are determined by preprocessor settings, as well as whether integer problems are limited to single configurations or common among all configurations. Data for Sections 3 and 4 were collected using OpenRefactory/C [26], which was used to collect similar data in prior work [13]; data for Section 5 were collected using TypeChef [29,30,34], which supports parsing and analyzing C programs under
3. MISUSE OF C INTEGERS

3.1 Research Questions

Programmers can allow inconsistencies in their code by not following more secure C coding practices while they are declaring integer variables, using the declared integer variables, and specifically while they are performing arithmetic operations on integers. This section characterizes the mistakes made in these three contexts (RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3). We also explore whether integer issues are concentrated in some parts of the code (perhaps made by a few developers), or spread throughout the code, making it harder to bring to a safer standard (RQ4). We asked four questions:

**RQ1.** Are integer variables declared consistently in C programs? What kind of mistakes happen in declarations?

**RQ2.** What kind of signedness and widthness issues occur when integers are used?

**RQ3.** What kind of overflow and underflow issues occur when integers are used in arithmetic expressions?

**RQ4.** Are integer issues concentrated in a few places, or spread throughout the programs?

### 3.2 Test Corpus

We studied 7 well-known open source software. Some had reported integer vulnerabilities (e.g., OpenSSL’s widthness vulnerability [41]); others are programs that are matured (been around for 13 years on average) and widely used (e.g., zlib, released in 1995, is a de facto standard and has been used by thousands of applications for compression). We analyzed 381 files and 2,673 functions in these programs (Table 1). The analysis was run after preprocessing the programs; we analyzed nearly one million lines of preprocessed code.

Table 1: Test Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programs</th>
<th># of Files</th>
<th># of Functions</th>
<th>KLOC</th>
<th>PP KLOC</th>
<th>Maturity (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>libpng</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>53.63</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zipproxy</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>15.72</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWFTools</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>49.42</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdesktop</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>85.24</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zlib</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>18.81</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>79.11</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSL</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1,240</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>684.59</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KLOC: Lines of code / 1000; PP KLOC: Preprocessed KLOC; Maturity: Years till the version was released

### 3.3 Data Collection Method

In our previous work, we described three program transformations that can be applied to fix all possible types of integer issues in C programs [13]. We updated and reused the analysis that accompanied these transformations. We used the name binding, type analysis, and control flow analysis of OpenRefactory/C.

We analyzed the declared types of all local variables and formal parameters. We determined the declared type of a variable, checked if it is used as another type (underlying type) in important contexts, and reported inconsistencies. We considered the following three use contexts as important contexts: (1) when a variable is used on the left hand side of an assignment expression, (2) when the variable is used as an actual parameter in a predefined set of critical function calls (e.g., memset), and (3) when the variable is used as the index of an array access. These are the known contexts in which integer issues commonly occur as identified by prior research [13] and safe C standards [37, 44].

For each variable, the important contexts are collected along with the declared types and underlying types in each of them. We considered a type declaration inconsistent if we find 75% of the underlying types in important contexts as a single type differing from the declared type [13]. Otherwise we assume the variable declaration is consistent.

We also analyzed the context each integer is used by analyzing all the uses that include local variables, formal parameters, array access expressions, and structure element access expressions. We determined the context an integer is used, whether the declared type differs from underlying types, and reported the inconsistencies.

Finally, we analyzed all binary expressions (+, −, +, /), prefix and postfix expressions (+, −, +), and arithmetic assignment expressions (+ = −, =, =, /=). We determined if the integer arithmetic happens in an important context, or the integer arithmetic assigns a value to an integer that flows to an integer context. We considered all arithmetic operations in these contexts to potentially overflow.

We ran the analysis on preprocessed files. We only counted the integer variables that are locally declared and used inside functions in the C files; so all global variables and the variables coming from header files are excluded.

### 3.4 Results

**RQ1.** Are integer variables declared consistently in C programs? What kind of mistakes appear in declarations?

**Key results:** Every one out of four integers is inconsistently declared. Declaration inconsistencies with signedness of the same rank are more common than those with widthness. For widthness issues, upcasting are more common than downcasts.

Table 2: Variables Declared Inconsistently

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programs</th>
<th># of Variables</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Inconsistent</th>
<th>% Inconsistency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>libpng</td>
<td>1,107</td>
<td>5,223</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>23.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zipproxy</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>1,443</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>32.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWFTools</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>2,124</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>28.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdesktop</td>
<td>1,291</td>
<td>7,295</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>17.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zlib</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>2,068</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>24.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMP</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSL</td>
<td>3,103</td>
<td>11,897</td>
<td>933</td>
<td>17.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libpng</td>
<td>7,112</td>
<td>31,166</td>
<td>1,428</td>
<td>(avg) 24.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# of Variables: [C1]; References: [C2]; Inconsistent: [C3/C1]; % Inconsistency: [C3/C1]
issues of the same width are the most common issues, more common than widthness issues (shown as upcast and downcast and combinations with signedness). The most common inconsistency is declaring a variable as signed but using it as unsigned. This is perhaps because developers are unaware of the potential problems that might arise from inconsistent declarations and do not use additional type specifiers for signedness when they declare a variable unless they deem it absolutely necessary (e.g., `int` used in place of `unsigned int`).

Among the width mismatches, upcasting issues are more common, i.e., a variable is declared as a lower ranked type but used as a higher ranked type (e.g., declared as `char` but used as an `int`). Consider the variable `c` in parser.yy.c file in libpng.

```
1176  char  ¶,cl=yytext[0];
1177    ¶=input();
...  1182  printf("%c", ¶);
```

The variable `c` is declared as `char` but receives the `int` type returned by `input` function. It is safer to declare it as `int` to prevent widthness issues. The opposite kinds of mismatches do happen, but they may not have consequences other than inefficient memory use. In these cases, developers have proactively declared integers to be large even though they contain a small range of values.

**RQ2. What kind of signedness and widthness issues occur when integers are used?**

**Key results:** Every one out of eight uses are in a context different from the declaration. Inconsistencies with signedness are more common than those with widthness. Developers use type casts to specify contexts, but sometimes they introduce casts not needed.

Table 3 shows the number of variables used inconsistently in our test programs. We analyzed 7,601 variables in libpng and 81,793 references (uses) of these variables. We identified that 12,532 references were in contexts different from the declarations. About 15.32% (12,532/81,793) instances in libpng were using the variables inconsistently, on average 13.17% overall, i.e., one signedness/widthness issue in every ten instances of variable used.

Figure 2 shows the distributions of these inconsistencies. We categorized them according to what the declared type is to what the underlying type is. For example, a variable declared as an `int` but used as an `unsigned int` in a context is reported as ‘signed to unsigned only’, a variable declared as an `int` but used as a `long` in a context is reported as ‘upcast only’, etc. Unlike Figure 1, there is no clear pattern here, denoting that all sorts of inconsistencies happen.

Inconsistencies in signedness are more common than inconsistencies in widthness following the observation about type declaration (Figure 1). However, signed to unsigned mismatches happen a little bit more than signed to signed mismatches for the majority of the software. Only SWFTools has many unsigned variables used in signed contexts. This is because there is one file (lib/gocr/orcrn.c) that has several function calls that perform unsigned integer operations in the parameter, but the parameters expect signed integers.

There are many void pointers used as integer pointers, and vice versa (‘other’ category in Figure 2). Using void pointers without explicitly casting them to the type they are used as seems to be a common practice among C programmers.

Sometimes programmers explicitly cast contexts that do not require a cast (‘samecast’ category in Figure 2). One example is the variable `curr` in the file deflate.c of zlib-1.2.6.

```
1562  ulong  curr = s->strstart + (ulong)s->lookuphead;
...  1578  init = (ulong)curr + WIN.INIT - s->high_water;
```
The declared type, 
\textit{unsigned long int}, is a \texttt{typedef} for \textit{unsigned long int}. The cast in line 1520 is not needed since the addition will happen in a correct context even without the cast. We tracked this variable back; it was added in version 1.2.4 of zlib along with the redundant cast. This shows that, in a few cases, either developers are too cautious about a variable’s underlying type or feel the need to explicitly document the type there for easy understanding later.

**RQ3. What kind of overflow and underflow issues occur when integers are used in arithmetic expressions?**

**Key results:** One of every seven integer arithmetic is used in an important context; overflow and underflow problems have severe consequences in these cases.

Table 4 shows the arithmetic expressions with issues. libpng had the most number of integer expressions in important contexts (27.56%), on average 15.86% overall, i.e., one potential over/underflow risk in every seven arithmetic operations.

Most arithmetic operations are between \texttt{int} types and \texttt{long} types. This is because the declared type of integer variables determine the type level of arithmetic operations and these two types are the most common. GMP had a much higher percentage of variables declared as \texttt{unsigned long int} (actually \texttt{size_t}, which was \texttt{unsigned long int} in our platform) and a lot of arithmetic operations at that type level.

**RQ4. Are integer issues concentrated in a few places, or spread throughout the programs?**

**Key results:** Integer issues are spread throughout the software affecting most of the files.

4. INTEGERS IN MULTIPLE VERSIONS

4.1 Research Questions

Section 3.4 shows that matured C programs contain a lot of variables declared inconsistently. Most of the inconsistencies are about not using the appropriate signedness specifier.

4.2 Test Corpus

We studied 52 release versions of the 7 programs that were used in the first part. The release versions cover software evolution for over 9 years on average and analyzed over 6 million lines of preprocessed C code (Table 5).

**Figure 3:** Files and Functions with Integer Issues

One reason may be that developers do not know how an integer variable will be used when they are declaring it; hence they declare the variable as the simplest type possible (\texttt{int} being easier to declare than \texttt{unsigned int}). However, it may also happen that developers initially declare variables that are consistent with how the variables are used, but the declarations become inconsistent as the software evolves and the uses change. If developers actively fix the declared types that become inconsistent, the state of integers in software should become better over time.

To gain insight on integer declaration issues, we need to understand how integer variables are declared and used over time. We explore the following research questions:

**RQ5. How often does the type and usage of integer variables change?** What kind of changes are more common?

**RQ6. When only the uses of an integer variable changes, does the variable’s declared type become inconsistent?**

**RQ7. How frequently is the declared type of an integer modified?** Does the change in a declared type follow a change in the way the variable is used?

**RQ8. Do integer declarations become more consistent with their use as software evolve?**

4.3 Data Collection Method

We analyzed the inconsistencies in declared types and underlying types for all release versions similar to the approach.
in Section 3.3. Then we tracked the variables across multiple releases. The variables were tracked using their names, along with the functions and the files that contain them.

Our approach to keep track of variables in multiple releases was simple (e.g., did not detect rename refactorings [18, 31, 35]), but it worked well in practice. On average, we were able to track variables for about 4 versions.

Figure 5 shows the total number of variables that we analyzed in each version. It also shows the number of variables that were able to keep track of from the starting version. In 3 out of 7 software (OpenSSL, rdesktop, SWFTools), we were able to keep track of over 50% of the variables that we started with throughout all of the versions. Only in Ziproxy, we lost track of over 75% of the variables (21.21% of the initial variables were tracked to the final version).

![Figure 4: Categories of Changes](image)

We marked a variable as ‘Unable to track’ if we cannot track it in at least two versions. For the tracked variables, we distinguished three independent types of changes—change in a variable’s declaration, change in a variable’s uses, and change in both the declaration and the uses. We kept track of whether the changes impact the consistency of the declarations. The change categories are shown in Figure 4.

4.4 Results

**RQ5: How often does the integer variables evolve? What kind of changes are more common?**

**Key results:** The number of integers, and thus the complexity of maintaining safe integer code, almost always increase in subsequent releases. Most of the time, only the uses of a variable change. Declaration changes do not happen when a usage change occurs.

Figure 5 shows information about the 52 release versions of the seven software in our study (Section 3.2). It shows the number of variables that we analyzed per release version and the number of variables that can be tracked from the first version. It also shows when these variables from the first version had changes: only in uses, only in declaration, and both declaration and uses.

Integers evolves with software. So we lost track of a few integers. zlib was the most stable of the programs studied, only increasing by 23 variables from the first to the last version under study. Ziproxy, on the other hand, had the greatest percent increase, with the final integer variable count being over 7 times its original integer variable count.

Among all the variables tracked from the starting version, 32.88% had one or more changes. The most common change (89%) is a usage change (Figure 5). Surprisingly, declaration changes do not happen when a usage change occurs; it happened in only 3% of the cases. The remaining 8% were changes in variable declarations only; developers sometimes actively fixed the inconsistencies in declarations.

We investigated if the changes had some patterns, e.g., more that 50% of the changes follow a trend. No specific trends were discovered for all software, except for some project-specific patterns. For example, libpng had changes in which the resulting variables had reduced width which was due to commonly used typedefs being changed between releases (it also causes more declaration changes than use changes, the only such incident, in libpng version 1.4.0, Figure 5). OpenSSL had changes in which the variables mostly convert from signed integers to unsigned integers, etc.

**RQ6: Do use changes make declarations inconsistent?**

**Key results:** Usage changes did not have a big effect on the consistency of variable declarations.

We counted the total number of variables that we can track in at least two versions starting from any version (unlike tracking them from the starting version as in RQ5 and Figure 5). We analyzed a total of 6,983 integer variables. In 1,476 variables, only the uses of the variables changed. Figure 6 shows whether the use changes have any impact on the declared type, such as making the consistent declaration inconsistent, etc. In most of the cases, the declaration had no impact on type correctness. That means variables declared consistently remained the same even after the uses changed (1,004, 1,004/1,476 ≈ 68.02%). Similarly, variables declared inconsistently remained inconsistent (324, 324/1,476 ≈ 21.95%).

Only in 10% of the cases, the changes in uses affected the originally declared types. This includes variables originally declared consistently but now becoming inconsistent (67, 67/1,476 ≈ 4.54%), and vice versa (81, 81/1,476 ≈ 5.49%).

An example of a usage change making the declaration inconsistent is in the variable filter in the file pngutil.c of libpng. In version 1.4.8, the variable is used as:

```c
2975 void /* PRIVATE */
2976 png_read_filter_row(png_structp png_ptr, png_row_info row_info,
2977 png_bytep row,
2978 png_bytep prev_row, int filter)
2980 png_debug2(2, "row\%lu,filter=%d",
2981 (unsigned long)png_ptr->row_number, filter);
2982 switch (filter)
```

The only uses of the variable is in the png_debug2 function and a switch statement. With these use contexts we were unable to determine the appropriate type of the variable so we considered that the originally declared type is correct. In the next version that we checked, version 1.5.8, the function has changed considerably but not the variable’s declared type:
Figure 7: Declaration and Usage

Occasionally, such changes result in a wrongly-declared variable (11.83%). 7 of the declaration changes with usage changes went from a consistent type to an inconsistent type (7/93 ≈ 7.33%), while 4 of the declaration changes with usage changes went from an inconsistent type to a different inconsistent type (4/93 ≈ 4.30%).

Therefore, it is much more common for developers to update a variable's type in a separate version than it is to make a type change when a usage change occurs.

Changes only in variable declaration happens relatively infrequently; we found 194 cases. Figure 8 shows the effect of these changes. A lot of these are consistent declaration changes to other consistent declarations (137, 137/194 ≈ 70.62%). Consider the example from version 1.2.50 of libpng, file pngutil.c, function png_crc_finish:

```c
3744 void /* PRIVATE */
3745 png_read_filter_row(png_structp pp, png_row_info row_info,
3746 png_bytep prev_row, int filter)
3747 ...
3750 if (filter > PNG_FILTER_VALUE_NONE && filter
3751 <= PNG_FILTER_VALUE_LAST)
3752 pp->read_filter(filter-1)(row_info, row, prev_row);
```

Our heuristic determined that the types of the variable `filter` in lines 3750 and 3752 are `unsigned int` according to the context. The variable's type should be changed to `unsigned long int`. In this case, the developers changed the code but did not spend the time to change the type of the variable. Declaration changes are discussed next (RQ7).

**RQ7: How frequently do declarations change? Do declaration changes occur with use changes?**

**Key results:** Changes to variable declarations happen relatively infrequently. In most of the cases, developers actively change the declarations of variables. But declaration changes along with use changes seldom happen. When developers change declarations, they are consistent most of the time.

Developers seldom change declarations when usage change occurs. We analyzed the variables that can be tracked starting from any version (similar to RQ6). We counted 93 times in which declaration changes along with use changes. Interestingly, declaration only changes are two times more common; we counted 194 declaration only changes.

Figure 7 categorizes the changes in both declaration and use. Most of the changes modified the declared types so that they remain correct even after the changes in uses (60, 60/93 ≈ 64.52%). The wrongly-declared types are also corrected in some cases (22, 22/93 ≈ 23.66%).
RQ8: Do integer declarations get better over time?

Key results: Although developers correct some past mistakes, each version introduces a lot of new, and possibly inconsistently-declared, variables, which offsets the improvement in accuracy of the integer declarations.

Integer declarations did not improve in the 52 releases. On average, 26.17% of the integers were declared inconsistently.

We managed to track nearly 90% of all variables in all the versions of test programs (5,851 out of 6,583). When a declaration changed, the majority of the changes made the declarations consistent. When a declaration had a consistency change, 78% of the time it was an improvement; going from inconsistent to consistent. However, a lot of new and inconsistently declared integer variables were added every version (Figure 5). Although developers corrected some past mistakes, the effort did not offset the large number of inconsistently declared integers added to the code, and thus the consistency did not significantly improve.

5. INCONSISTENCIES IN C INTEGERS IN THE PRESENCE OF CPP

Almost all C projects are configurable through the C preprocessor [33]. Typically, macros defined by the user at compile time are used to decide which lines of code are included for compilation through conditional- compilation directives, such as #ifdef, #if and so forth. Even if the project itself does not contain any #ifdef directives, the C header files that are included before compilation typically do. Essentially all recent analysis tools to detect integer problems [5, 16, 49] either work on binaries or follow dynamic analysis; they do not consider the variability introduced by the configurations. The previous sections, considering a single default configuration on preprocessed C code, demonstrate that integer issues are very common. But only considering a single configuration is a bad choice for a tool builder since large parts of the code are potentially unchecked and security claims may not be true for other configurations.

5.1 Research Questions

Do configurations complicate the detection of integer issues? In this section, we will investigate how frequently variables and functions change integer types depending on configuration options. Furthermore, we will approximate how integer issues are distributed in the configuration space and whether analyses on a single configuration or of simple sampling strategies will be effective to detect them.

We ask the following research questions:

RQ9. How many integer types in a program are defined differently depending on build-time options (e.g., as long in some configurations and as unsigned int in others)?

RQ10. How are integer issues distributed in configuration space? Do they occur in all configurations or only when specific combinations of options are activated?

5.2 Test Corpus

We investigate two highly-configurable software systems to answer these questions: Busybox and the Linux kernel.

Busybox is a reimplementation of command-line utils in a single binary for embedded systems. We analyzed Busybox version 1.21.1 with 294 KLOC code (before preprocessing), 844 configuration options, and 536 files.

The Linux kernel is a highly configurable operating system kernel with over 10,000 build-time configuration options implemented in over 6 million lines of C code [29, 45]. When compiling the kernel, users can select from a large number of configuration options, such as different memory models, different file systems, and different drivers. We analyzed the x86 architecture of release 2.6.33.3 including 32 and 64 bit versions with 7691 files, nearly 899 million lines of C code.

5.3 Data Collection Method

Analyzing all configurations separately is not feasible—we do not even know any scalable method to compute the number of configurations in such large configuration spaces, but we can (safely) assume that both systems have more configurations than there are atoms in the universe (about $2^{32}$). Instead, we rely on the TypeChef infrastructure [29, 30, 34] to parse and analyze C code without preprocessing it first (preprocessing would make a selection for each #ifdef and loose variabilities). TypeChef parses C code and represents variability in the input (through #ifdefs) as local variations in the abstract syntax tree. For example, if a function is declared with two alternative return types, TypeChef would produce an AST with two alternative subtrees representing the different return types; each alternative is connected to a constraint over the configuration parameters (a propositional formula). During parsing, TypeChef explores all configuration options and then applies a brute-force approach to represent all possible configurations of the source code without relying on heuristics. The technical details are not important for this paper and described elsewhere [29, 30, 34].

On top of the TypeChef parser, we have previously implemented a type system for GNU C that can handle variations in types [30, 34]. For type checking, TypeChef creates a symbol table of previously declared symbols and their types. At times, a symbol will only be defined in certain configurations or have different types in different configurations. For each symbol, we represent the possible types as a choice between types. For instance, i -> int describes that symbol i has the same type int in all configurations, whereas function

\[
\text{inw.p} \rightarrow \text{Choice(\text{CONFIG_SLUB}, 0, \text{Choice(\text{CONFIG_X86_32}, 1)});
\]

is only defined if macro CONFIG_SLUB is defined and has a different parameter type when the macro CONFIG_X86_32 is defined.

For research question RQ9, we investigated variations in the symbol table. To capture local variables, we inspected the symbol table at each local scope inside a compound statement. We counted how many top-level declarations and local variables have configuration-dependent types, specifically when they were only different by integer types (including different integer types in function parameters, return types of functions, and pointer types). Types defined locally through the typedef specifier are resolved (that is, we compare only primitive C types). Configuration-dependent types that differ in other ways, e.g., in the number of function parameters or in float vs. double are not relevant for our analysis and excluded from the reported numbers. The results also exclude variability in structs (e.g., a field of a struct or union may have alternative integer types).

Since many top-level declarations are actually included from header files and since similar header files are included...
Table 6: Alternative Integer Types in Highly Configurable Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I.D.</th>
<th>Busbox</th>
<th>Linux kernel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excluding headers (sum)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-level declarations</td>
<td>23,113</td>
<td>183,032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local variables</td>
<td>18,542</td>
<td>638,028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Including headers (avg ± std)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-level declarations</td>
<td>2277 ± 247</td>
<td>5 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types</td>
<td>249 ± 20</td>
<td>254 ± 78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in many C files, we separately report results including and excluding header files. We additionally report variability in local types defined through the `typedef` specifier.

For RQ10, we pursue a different strategy. We implemented two simple analyses using the type system to detect integer issues in security-relevant locations (e.g., in pointer arithmetic and memory-allocation functions). These analyses roughly implemented the safe integer standard previously described. Ranging over all configurations, the analysis reports a constraint for each warning, describing the configurations in which the potential overflow occurs, e.g., in all configurations with macro `CONFIG_SUB` activated. For research question RQ10, we investigated how the reported warnings are distributed over multiple configurations.

5.4 Results

**RQ9:** How many integer types in a program are defined differently depending on compile-time options?

**Key results:** A significant number of variables has alternative integer types depending on the configuration.

Table 6 shows that a small percentage but overall a significant number of symbols has alternative integer types depending on the configuration in both software. In Linux the number of symbols with alternative integer types is higher, due to the explicit support for 32 and 64 bit versions of Linux. In Linux, several frequently used types, such as `size_t`, defined through `typedef` declarations can have different underlying integer types. The table shows that while a large amount of variability is found in header files, the bodies of `.c` files also contain several instances of differing integer types for the same variable in both projects.

The following simplified excerpt illustrates part of the variability in the inline function `dma.capa`ble which, due to a header file, is found in almost every C file in Linux. The used type `dma_addr_t` is either defined as `unsigned int` or `unsigned long long int` and similarly, `size_t` has different integer types for different configurations.

```c
//arch/x86/include/asm/types.h:
#define CONFIG_X86_64 1 || defined(CONFIG_HIGMEM64G)
#else
typedef unsigned long long dma_addr_t;
#endif
#define CONFIG_SUB

//arch/x86/include/asm/dma-mapping.h
static inline bool dma.capa( struct device *dev, dma_addr_t addr, size_t size) {...}
```

Table 7: Distribution of warnings and statements for integer issues in the configuration space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I.D.</th>
<th>Busbox</th>
<th>Linux kernel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,909</td>
<td>5,603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>1,226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I.D.: interaction degree; Over.: reported potential Integer overflow warnings [INT30-C and INT32-C]; Coer.: reported implicit coercion warning [INT31-C]; Stmt.: statements

**RQ10:** How are integer issues distributed in the configuration space (the statements that vary in configurations)?

**Key results:** Integer issues are distributed throughout the configuration space. Analyzing a single configuration provides insights to that configuration, but does not generalize well to other configurations.

The metrics in Table 6 show that the (large number of) reported potential issues in a configuration are related to the number of statements in the configuration. In Busbox, due to the build system and `#ifdef` directives, most code fragments are only compiled if at least one corresponding configuration option is selected (or deselected), but there are other statements with potential vulnerabilities that require more specific combinations of selected configuration options. In Linux, we see similar results at a larger scale; in fact many statements are included only if at least 2–7 configuration options are selected or deselected, and we find a large number of issues occur in those code fragments. New issues can still be found in more complex configurations. Two reported issues required setting 11 configuration options. At such high interaction degrees, it is unlikely that conventional combinatorial sampling strategies are suitable for finding all the problems.

6. THREATS TO VALIDITY

There are several threats to validity of our study; here we discuss them following the four classic tests and discuss how they have been mitigated.

**Construct Validity:** There may be a concern about the heuristics we used and the interpretation of our data. We considered a deviation from safe C integer model to be an integer issue. Very few of these (~1 %) may actually lead to
security vulnerabilities. However, the large number of issues may create more opportunities for an attacker. Also, safety critical systems should not have any of these issues. They require stricter standards to be be enforced upon programmers (MISRA-C for motor vehicle systems). In addition, while considering the deviations, there may have been other reasons to change the variable’s type other than how the variable was used; there may also be deliberate uses of overflow or underflow in programs [17]. However, we can not determine the developers’ intent from the static analysis. Our study did not consider these, for the fact that any guess as to what those reasons could be would be a pure speculation based on the information that we currently have.

External Validity: Generalizability of our interpretation may be an additional concern to our study. We studied 52 different versions of 7 different programs and also two large and highly configurable programs (Busybox and the Linux kernel) to collect our results. The test programs are all mature C programs that have evolved over a long period. Yet, all of them showed similar trends in the kinds of integer issues present in them. Moreover, in Linux we had to exclude 10 files from the analysis due to technical difficulties with our infrastructure. However, the sample size was big enough to make this exclusion negligible for our results.

Internal Validity: Since it is an exploratory study on real data, we do not have any concern on internal validity.

Reliability: There may be concern on whether we have collected the results from correct release versions in our multi-version study. Perhaps there are sweeping changes correcting integer problems that happen in some versions that were not studied by us. There can be two measures to counter this: (1) include the latest release version of the software in the study, and (2) do not study consecutive versions of software, instead skip some versions so that the study covers a long period. To account for this, we studied the latest versions of each software in June 2013. We also made sure that the versions covered a large portion of the software’s history. On average, from the first to the last version of a software that we studied, we covered the last 9 years and 7 months of the software’s life span.

7. RELATED WORK

Researchers have conducted many empirical studies on how developers use language features. For example, there have been several studies on Java applications about various language features, e.g., inheritance in Java [47], overriding [46], and other object-oriented features [25]. However, there have been very few empirical studies on how C and C++ features are used. A few studies explored the complexities introduced by C preprocessor directives without analyzing how they affect the underlying types [19,33]. Chidamber and Kemerer [9] studied commercial C++ programs about object-oriented metrics such as use of inheritance.

A few research works focused on empirical data of integer issues. Brumley and colleagues [5] surveyed CVE database [38] and identified four types of integer problems—overflow, underflow, signedness, and truncation errors; their categories are similar to the original categories distinguished by blexim [4]. Dietz and colleagues [16] studied integer overflow and underflow vulnerabilities. They distinguished between intentional and unintentional uses of defined and undefined C semantics to understand integer overflows. They found that the intentional use of undefined behavior is common. Coker and Hafiz [13] introduced three program transformations that can be applied to C programs to fix all possible types of integer issues. They applied the program transformations on all possible targets of various real software [13,22] and collected information about the mismatch in how an integer variable is declared. The focus of this study is broader: It looks into all types of integer issues and studies various aspects of misuses that are in source code.

Several guidelines define a safe integer model [37, 44]. There are also safe integer libraries such as the IntegerLib library [7] for C programs, and SafeInt [32], CLN [12], and GMP [23] libraries for C++ programs. Another approach is to define an integer model that has well-defined semantics for most of C/C++ integer-related undefined behaviors, as done in the As-if Infinitely Ranged integer model [15]. The integer model produces well-defined results for integer operations or else traps. However, none of these are used widely.

Most of the research on integer issues focus on detecting integer overflow vulnerabilities either statically or dynamically. Static analysis approaches can be done on both source code [2, 6, 10, 36, 43] and binary code [8, 11, 49, 50]. Most of these approaches are only applicable to detect integer overflows. Among the dynamic approaches, several tools can detect all types of integer issues, e.g., RICH [5], BRICK [8], and SmartFuzz [39]. On the other hand, SAGE [24] and IOC [17] target fewer integer issues. There are compiler based detection tools, such as GCC with -ftrapv option, which forces the compiler to insert additional calls (e.g., _addsvs13) before signed addition operations to catch overflows. The dynamic approaches, even the compiler extensions, introduce overhead (as high as 50X slowdown [8]).

Our analysis of the influence of configuration options builds on our prior infrastructure for parsing and type checking unpreprocessed C code [29, 30, 34], which was inspired by work on analyzing configurable systems [3, 14, 20, 48]. Prior work on analyzing preprocessor usage relied on heuristics to approximate the actual usage [1, 19, 21, 33, 42]. Our infrastructure scaled these ideas to real-world C code enabling accurate type analysis in the entire configuration space.

8. CONCLUSION

Our study highlights the common issues surrounding integer usage in C. We hope it educates programmers about common inconsistencies, so that they are aware of possible issues in their next coding session. Automated tools to fix these inconsistencies would definitely help their task. Our study also outlines the complexities that such tools will need to address when migrating legacy code to stricter integer standards.

Even a small C program has a lot of integers, a significant fraction of which may have inconsistent use and declarations. These discrepancies increase even more when multiple preprocessor configurations allow an integer variable to be declared and used as different types in different cases. Although the standard C specification permits such inconsistencies, and most of the issues may not even be potential vulnerabilities, a more secure integer standard helps to avoid them entirely. Even a few of these silent issues may turn out to be fatal errors or serious security vulnerabilities. It is better to be safe.
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